End-User License Agreement for Gantt4Flex
License type: Enterprise License
IMPORTANT PLEASE READ THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS LICENSE AGREEMENT CAREFULLY
BEFORE CONTINUING WITH THIS PROGRAM INSTALL; BY INSTALLING AND/OR USING THIS
SOFTWARE YOU AGREE TO THE FOLLOWING LICENSE:
= DEFINITIONS =
"You" and "Licensee": refers to the person, entity or organization which is using the “Software”
known as "Gantt4Flex". "Crispico" refers to Crispico Resonate Mp4 SRL, owner of this Software.
= AGREEMENT =
This End-User License Agreement ("EULA") is a legal agreement between you and Crispico for the
Software identified above which may include associated software components, media, printed
materials, and "online" or electronic documentation. By installing, copying, or otherwise using the
Software, you agree to be bound by the terms of this EULA. This license agreement represents the
entire agreement concerning the program between you and Crispico, and it supersedes any prior
proposal, representation, or understanding between the parties. If you do not agree to the terms of
this EULA, do not install or use the Software.
The Software is protected by copyright laws and international copyright treaties, as well as other
intellectual property laws and treaties. The Software is licensed, not sold.
= GRANT OF LICENSE =
Crispico grants to you a personal, non-transferable and non-exclusive right to use the copy of the
Software provided with this EULA.
Modifying, reverse engineering, decompiling, disassembling, sublicensing, translating, renting,
leasing, copying, transferring or assigning all or part of the Software to any other persons (or entities)
is strictly prohibited. If you are evaluating this software, you may use an evaluation copy during the
evaluation period in order to determine whether to purchase this Software.
== General license terms ==
Gantt4Flex is licensed to you for internal use (within your company) only.
You can include the Gantt4Flex library in a limited number of software applications (that are explicitly
named, cf. License Details Document), provided they are used internally within the company and they
are not licensed, sold or “rented” (e.g. provided in a Software as a Service mode) to third parties.
Only employees of your company can access the software applications that use/interact with
Gantt4Flex. If external users need to access the application, then it is no longer considered an
internal application; it is considered to be an application of type Software as a Service (SaaS), for
which a SaaS license is required.
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All the source code of your software applications that uses/interacts with Gantt4Flex needs to be
owned by you.
== Licensing mode ==
You need one Gantt4Flex license for each developer that uses Gantt4Flex, provided your software
applications comply with the above statements (i.e. applications that are used internally and full
ownership of the entire source code of your software).
You need an additional Gantt4Flex license for each deployed software application that includes
Gantt4Flex. Once deployed, the software application that includes Gantt4Flex is not limited in terms
of scalability regarding: a) the number of users (i.e. an unlimited number of users are allowed to
connect to it) and b) hardware resources (e.g. the server that hosts the applications can have any
amount of RAM or number of CPUs).
The Flash standard context menu of the Gantt4Flex component (available by right clicking on it)
contains entries about the license type, licensee and software application that uses Gantt4Flex. It is
forbidden to hide this information from the context menu.
== Source Code Access in Case of Business Failure ==
If Crispico will be in a situation where it cannot provide support any more for Gantt4Flex, Gantt4Flex
will be transformed in a publicly available open-source project.
= COPYRIGHT =
The Software is licensed, not sold. You acknowledge that no title to the intellectual property in the
Software is transferred to you. You further acknowledge that title and full ownership rights to the
Software will remain the exclusive property of Crispico. All title and intellectual property rights in and
to the content which may be accessed through use of the Software is the property of the respective
content owner and may be protected by applicable copyright or other intellectual property laws and
treaties. This EULA grants you no rights to use such content. All rights not expressly granted are
reserved by Crispico.
= LIMITED WARRANTY =
Crispico expressly disclaims any warranty for the Software. The Software is provided "As Is"; without
any express or implied warranty of any kind, including but not limited to any warranties of
merchantability, non-infringement, or fitness of a particular purpose.
= LIMITATION OF LIABILITY =
In no event shall Crispico (or anyone involved in the creation, production, or delivery of this
Software) be liable for any damages (including, without limitation, lost profits, business interruption,
or lost information) rising out of use of or inability to use the Software, even if Crispico has been
advised of the possibility of such damages. In no event will Crispico be liable for loss of data or for
indirect, special, incidental, consequential (including lost profit), or other damages based in contract,
tort or otherwise.
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= TERMINATION =
Without prejudice to any other rights, Crispico may terminate this EULA if you fail to comply with the
terms and conditions of this EULA. In such event, you must destroy all copies of the Software in your
possession.

Crispico Resonate Mp4 SRL
Str. Morii 30, Domnesti, ILFOV,
Cod 077090, ROMANIA
contact@crispico.com
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